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CV for Michael Broström

Education:
1988-1991	B.Sc. Systems programming University of Skövde
1991	English A-level University of Skövde
1995	English B-level University of Halmstad

Work experience:
1991	Internship as a localizer at International Software Products in Amsterdam, Netherlands
1992-1993	Sales representative at CDS Systems in Skövde, Sweden (software and hardware for signmaking)
1993	Project manager at Wordwork (now Lionbridge, Sweden). 
On loan to Microsoft WPGI (Ireland) in the fall of 1993
1994-	Freelance translator working full time with both national and international clients

Tools and experience:
I have experience using both Mac and PC systems and mostly work in Trados and Microsoft Office, but have also used DTP software in the past.
My biggest assignments have been Microsoft's various products, all the way from early Windows and Office to the latest versions. I've also worked on texts from other major companies, working on technical texts, help and software localization, and marketing material. 
I have been the editor of two monthly computer games magazines, one originally Danish and one originally Norwegian. I have also been part of the localization of many computer and video games.
I'm a freelance golf writer and translator for Golf Digest and Golfbladet in Sweden.
I generally do around 20,000 words per week, English to Swedish, but if necessary I can do up to 6,000 words per day. 
I am a full member of the Swedish Association of Professional Translators and the Association of Swedish Golf Journalists.

Personal information:
Birth date: May 7, 1968
My family consists of my wife Jessika and our two sons Nicholas (born December 20, 2000) and Colin (born may 24, 2003) and our two cats.
Whatever spare time I get I try to spend with my family, working out or playing golf.

References:
Mark Robinson	Thierry Kumps
Alexika Language Services	Echo Communication
+44-1943 839227	+32-2 688 12 55
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